
WNA Meeting Minutes 
March 27, 2012
Barb Huffman's house 7:00 pm

In attendance:  Board members Jennifer Voss, Kurt Honigschmidt, Barbara Huffman, John Mendenhall, and 
Trudy Hasan

1. Treasurer's Report (Kurt): we have 74 homeowners paid to date this year, and memberships are still 
coming in from our recent mailout.  Bank balances provided ($15,614 total).  The CD matures in 
September 2012. 

2. Approval of Minutes: the February minutes were approved.  Trudy will ask Jeff to post.  

3. Membership Drive: the recent mailout has been successful in that about 60 homeowners have renewed 
or joined since last month, with more coming in every day.  Two people have expressed interest in 
volunteering.  We will follow up with that next month.  

4. Traffic Calming (Jennifer): The City has rejected our speed mitigation requests.  Discussed whether 
Brush Country should be an exception since it is a dead end road and a fatal accident occurred last year. 
We need current traffic counts to help convince the City.  One of the two corner residents at the end of 
Brush Country is in favor of either a sidewalk across the dead end or closing it off entirely.  No 
information yet from the other resident.  Jennifer will keep in touch with the Neighborhood Partnering 
Program to push for speed mitigation in Westcreek. 

5. Trailer Park (Jennifer):  Jennifer has been calling 311 on the trailer park property since December.  The 
run-down RV and boat are still there.  The code compliance officer has indicated a letter will be sent to 
the property owner.  Hill Forest has also been called in for high weeds.

6. Trail mulching (Trudy): This event has been rescheduled for Saturday April 28th from 8:30 to 11:30 am. 
Trudy will send out emails for volunteers and will purchase masks for dust, mold, and pollen. 

7. “Pick up your Poop” signs/Dogs on Leash:  discussed the recent Yahoo Group emails about loose dogs 
and owners not picking up after them.  Jennifer thinks the free City signs are helping and we can 
encourage people to get those from the City.  It may help to remind people that poop goes into the 
groundwater and straight to Barton Springs (recent sinkhole at Arbor Trails has been studied and it only 
takes 24 hours for dye to show up at Barton Springs).  Trudy brought up problems at the north end of 
Morning Dew where multiple dogs are often loose and toys are all over the sidewalk (trip/fall hazard).    

8. Grafitti:  Barb will talk to the Austin High police about the “49” gang.  Signs need to be cleaned as soon 
as possible.  

9. Website Moderator: Jeff may be able to serve as moderator.  When issues get too heated, they need to 
move the conversations off of the main page.  

10. Neighborhood Enhancement Committee (Barb):  Yard of the Month starts next month. 

11. Trail Erosion:  John has emailed Mr. Mathews at Small MS for advice on trail erosion.  Small Plant Sale 
coming up soon.  We may want to learn more about invasive plant removal for the trail area.  

12. The next meeting is schedule for Tuesday April 24th at 7 pm at Jennifer's house.  

Meeting Adjourned.


